Introduction
Breast cancer is the most prevalent cancer in women and is the second deadliest after lung cancer. An estimated 246,660 new cases of breast cancer were diagnosed in the USA in 2016 and an estimated 40,450 breast cancer deaths occurred. Approximately 12.4% of women will develop breast cancer over the course of their lifetime. 1 While breast cancer is detected at an early stage 90% of the time, many cases will progress
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Tremblay et al to advanced or metastatic disease. 2, 3 Once metastases are detected, the median survival rate is 18-24 months and fewer than 5% of patients are expected to be alive and disease-free after 5 years. 4 The most favorable prognosis is conferred to 74% of the patient population who have tumors that express hormonal receptors (HR+) and do not express human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2 [HER2−]). These tumors are more responsive to therapy than HR− tumors and less aggressive than HER2+ tumors. 5 Postmenopausal women with HR+/HER2− advanced breast cancer (ABC) typically receive hormonal therapy (HT) as initial treatment. 6 The agents used include selective estrogen receptor antagonists tamoxifen and fulvestrant and aromatase inhibitors: exemestane, letrozole, and anastrozole. 7 Considering patients with advanced HR+ tumors, only 20%-40% respond to therapy initially and the majority will ultimately develop resistance. 8, 9 Subsequently, HT may be used in combination with targeted therapy. Therapies that target pathways involved in resistance can restore or increase sensitivity to HT. 6 Everolimus and palbociclib (PALBO) are currently approved by the US Food and Drug Administration for the treatment for HR+/HER2− ABC in combination with aromatase inhibitors. In first-and second-line randomized controlled trials (RCTs), both agents have been shown to improve progression-free survival (PFS) compared with HT alone. 10, 11 Ribociclib (RIBO), a cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) 4/6 inhibitor similar to PALBO, was evaluated in a Phase III clinical trial as first-line treatment for postmenopausal women with HR+/HER2− ABC. In the recent MONALEESA-2 trial, patients with HR+ HER2− ABC who received RIBO with letrozole (LET) had better PFS than those who received LET alone: median PFS was not reached in the RIBO arm at data cut-off whereas median PFS was 14.7 months in the placebo arm. 12 Patients in the RIBO and LET group experienced a 44% improvement in the risk of progression compared with those who received LET alone. 12 Head-to-head comparison is an important tool to demonstrate treatment value and to aid decision-making. Accounting for the time required to perform a randomized trial, new agents may become available before they are compared with the relevant alternatives. Indirect treatment comparison (ITC), the statistical comparison of separate trials with like comparator groups, can provide timely evidence of comparative effectiveness. Guidelines and reviews of the methodologies now support the use of ITC, which is increasingly common. [13] [14] [15] However, there is an important consideration associated with this method: ITC compares non-randomized treatment groups. Classical ITC can, therefore, generate biased results when trials of variable design with different patient populations are compared. Recent refinements of the ITC methodology have focused on accounting for trial dissimilarities.
Matching-adjusted indirect comparison (MAIC) corrects for baseline differences in patient populations, allowing for indirect comparison with limited bias when patient level data are available for only 1 study. Where individual patient data are available, baseline characteristics can be adjusted and reweighted to match summary statistics for comparator population. The adjusted treatment outcomes may then be compared. This approach has provided strong comparative evidence in the absence of head-to-head studies in various disease settings. 14, [16] [17] [18] [19] RIBO and PALBO are CDK4/6 inhibitors demonstrated to be effective in HR+/HER2-ABC and so their comparison is clinically and economically relevant. As their corresponding trials used the same comparator -LET -and individual patient data were available for RIBO, MAIC was considered an appropriate methodology to examine comparative effectiveness. 
Materials and methods
ITC and MAIC statistical methods
To ensure the comparability of the trials, transitivity assumptions were tested according to the NICE Decision Support Unit (DSU) Technical Support Document 18 using a Population Average Treatment Effect (PATE) test. 13 Classical frequentist ITC was performed using the Bucher (1997) 23 method with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Treatment with LET and placebo was used as the common comparator to evaluate the efficacy of RIBO and LET versus PALBO and LET. 
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MAIC of RIBO and PALBO in HR+, HER2-ABC The adjusted baseline characteristics, selected based on feasibility and availability, were: age, race, region, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance status, disease stage at diagnosis, disease-free interval (binary variable <12 months, i.e., de novo), current extent of disease using metastatic sites (visceral versus non-visceral binary variable), number of metastatic sites, and chemotherapy setting at baseline. Variable matching for PFS was performed: as patient level data were available for only the MONALEESA-2 trial, these data were adjusted and reweighted to match PALOMA-2 statistical data. First, the MONALEESA-2 trial population was modified to align its inclusion/exclusion criteria with the PALOMA-2 population. Some patients in the RIBO total intention-to-treat (ITT) dataset were excluded from this analysis based on PALOMA-2 exclusion criteria. In the second step of the MAIC analysis, the RIBO population data were reweighted such that the means/percentages of patient characteristics common to both datasets matched comparator data.
The weights were created by performing a logistic regression on the patient-level RIBO data that included an extra observation representing the comparator's data (i.e., a patient to whom the mean/percentage summarized values for the comparator's patient characteristics were attributed). The predicted values (or propensity score) that resulted from the logistic regression were used to weight the RIBO trial data (i.e., adjusted hazard ratios (HRs) were calculated using weighted Cox regression models).
Matching variables for OS using PALOMA-1 followed, although PALOMA-1 was a Phase II study and had slightly different baseline characteristics than PALOMA-2. The number of baseline characteristics reported in the publication was limited and matching could only be performed using a small number of variables. The following variables were available for matching OS in PALOMA-1 versus MONALEESA-2: median age, ECOG. Considering the matching limitations and the low number of OS events that have occurred to date in MONALEESA-2, OS is presented as an exploratory analysis.
Matching-adjusted ITC was performed according to NICE DSU guidelines. 13 Analyses were conducted using Stata (Version 13.1; StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA). Direct comparison of HRs for RIBO and PALBO was conducted and CIs were measured on a log scale.
Results
Design of the compared studies
The designs of MONALEESA-2 and PALOMA-2 are described in Table 1. MONALEESA-2 and PALOMA-2 had different followup periods (~28 versus 23 months). However, the length of the follow-up period is unlikely to affect time-to-event endpoints, such as the HRs for PFS and OS, and was, therefore, not deemed to be a significant transitivity issue. The inclusion criteria for MONALEESA-2 and PALOMA-2/PALOMA-1 were deemed similar and the dosage of LET was identical. However, different stratification variables were used. MONA-LEESA-2 trial population was stratified according to the presence of lung and/or liver metastasis, while PALOMA-2 and PALOMA-1 populations were stratified by disease site and disease-free interval.
Patient characteristics
The designs of the MONALEESA-2 and PALOMA-2/ PALOMA-1 trials were similar and were, therefore, considered suitable for comparison. Of the MONALEESA-2 ITT population, 334 patients were treated with RIBO and LET and 334 patients were treated with placebo and LET. In the PALOMA-2 trial, 444 patients were treated with PALBO and LET and 222 were assigned to the placebo and LET group. In the PALOMA-1 trial, 84 patients were treated with PALBO and LET and 81 were assigned to the LET group. Patient baseline characteristics are presented in Table 2 .
Site of metastasis, adjuvant chemotherapy, patient age, and primary tumor size are strong prognostic factors in metastatic breast cancer. 21 As there was limited deviation in the PATE test, it was concluded that the data were robust enough to perform both an ITC (unmatched) and an MAIC with very little transitivity concern.
PFS
Patient characteristics common to both populations were matched, and the RIBO population was adjusted. Table 3 presents the levels of baseline characteristics (variables) in each population. The MONALEESA-2 population characteristics are also presented after adjustment to match PALOMA-2.
Median PFS was relatively consistent for the LET and placebo groups, with limited deviation from transitivity that would be potentially corrected by ITC and matching. 
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Regarding the statistical fitting of the matching, the estimate had a relatively small R-square value for this type of regression: a pseudo R-square of 0.0251 (prob >χ 2 =1). Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) statistics are valuable when comparing models. In this case, the AIC and BIC were 44.58 and 111.78 respectively, which indicates a moderate fit. The relatively large number of matching variables explains the difference in AIC and BIC, which could suggest overmatching. The MONALEESA-2 population was reduced by about 30% in each arm to fit the PALOMA-2. Compared with the ITT population, the effective sample size was 66% for RIBO and 71% for placebo (postexclusion sample sizes were 68% and 73%, respectively), indicating moderate fit. 
Discussion
An analysis was performed to determine the efficacy of RIBO compared with PALBO for the treatment of HR+/ HER2− ABC. This analysis compared PFS and OS in Phase II/III trials of RIBO or PALBO and LET treatment with and without matching adjustment.
In MONALEESA-2, RIBO plus LET was shown to improve PFS versus LET alone. 12 The MONALEESA-2 PFS HR for RIBO When assessing therapies in breast cancer, and other diseases with relatively lengthy courses, PFS is a highly relevant outcome. PFS is measured before OS becomes apparent and provides an indication of a disease's behavior during treatment. PFS has implications for OS and may serve as a proxy for OS in the absence of complete data. MONALEESA-2 is ongoing and the limited number of OS events that have occurred to date would not be expected to accurately represent the total population. No data have been reported for PALOMA-2 OS. Both trials used PFS as the primary outcome measure and, as such, it is the most robust point of comparison for RIBO and PALBO. In MAIC, patients in 1 population are selected according to their baseline characteristics to replicate a comparator population; this process can be said to break randomization. The implicated variables were not necessarily pre-specified as randomization variables. Simultaneously, a selection bias may result when some baseline characteristics are omitted due to availability. Of additional concern, sample size is reduced during MAIC, which can create a multiplicity bias. Finally, the addition of many variables may result in over-adjustment. Although in this analysis, the statistical fitting and testing performed indicated a moderate fit and, therefore, a limited likelihood of bias, classical and MAIC results proved relatively similar, indicating strong convergence in our findings. 
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The indirect comparison of RIBO with PALBO, with matching adjustment, predicted how these agents would perform under the same conditions. In our analysis, MAIC suggested 1 of 2 agents that appeared similar by ITC could be the superior choice. We demonstrate, in the absence of a head-to-head clinical trial, that RIBO could compete with or improve upon PALBO results.
